
 

 

Meeting of ‘Turn Around Board’ 
Trustee Board and other stakeholders 

______________________________________________________________  

 
Friday 16th February 2018 

    1300 1300  
                                                    Room W313 

 
 
 
 

 
 

MINUTES (to be approved) 
 
 

______________________________________________________________________________  
 

 
Invitations for this meeting were extended to: Dr Sanjee Perera-Child (TAB Joint Chair 
and External Trustee), Elias McGill (Marjon SU President and TAB Joint Chair), Zak Liddell 
(TAB and External Trustee), Rhys Roberts (Marjon SU Deputy President), Rob Lambert 
(TAB and NUS Membership Engagement Exec for NUS), Graham Briscoe (Prospective 
Trustee), Daniel Tinkler (Prospective Trustee), Victoria Evans (VC’s nominee), Mick Davies 
(Marjon SU, GM).  
 
 
Present:  
Elias McGill (Marjon SU President and TAB Joint Chair)     EM  
Rhys Roberts (Marjon SU Deputy President)      RR 
Dr Sanjee Perera- Child (TAB Joint Chair and External Trustee)    SPC  
Mick Davies (Marjon SU GM)        MD  
Rob Lambert (TAB and NUS Membership Engagement Exec for NUS)   RL 
Graham Briscoe          GB 
Daniel Tinkler (in attendance)        DT 
  
 
Apologies:  
Zak Liddell (TAB and External Trustee)       ZL  
Victoria Evans  (VC’s nominee)       VE  
 
 
 
 
 
1) Welcome & Apologies     EM 
 

EM stated that apologies had been received from Zak Liddell and Victoria Evans  
 



 
 
2) Minutes of last meeting     MD 

    
MD asked for matters of accuracy from the minutes of the last meeting.  SPC clarified that 
the operational impact plan is not something she can personally write but is happy to assist 
MD and the new Sabbs. 

 
Matters arising  

SLA EM explained that we were waiting to hear from Richard Watson regarding a 
plan and time scale to review the MSU/ University service level agreement... 
 

Changes to End of Year Accounts.  
MD reported that changes had been made to include the note that sabbatical 
trustees were in receipt of a salary.  

 
Trustee recruitment Student Trustees. 

EM Reported that no students had been elected as trustees at this time. There was a 
brief discussion on whether student officers were the best pool from which to recruit 
as Student Trustees.  DT expressed the view that there was often less engagement 
from co-opted officers than students who had specifically sought a trustee role and 
were more interested in the long term development of an organisation.  GB stated 
that the experience and value of trusteeship should be sold to potential trustees and 
in particular the long term benefits to their CV and career progression.  MD 
suggested that we should recruit trustees from the exec initially but long term (next 

year) recruit dedicated trustees.  This was broadly agreed.  
 
 
MD reported that GB has been recruited to the board and DT was in the process of 
recruitment, and stated he was talking to two more possible candidates.  MD also 
reported that the TAB board had talked about a shorter than normal initial first term of 
office for new trustees as it was a new board.  Although training budget is limited the 
TAB board was keen to provide as much in house and external training as possible.  
DT suggested The South West Region (SU Staff) is running Trustee Training again 
this year.  MD also expressed that training should include institutional knowledge and 
back ground.  

 
GB offered to present on the new charity Code of Governance and in particular its 
relevance and effect on student unions, their trustees and democracy and 
representation.  SPC and all agreed that the board would be delighted to receive this.   
 

 

 
Trustees Report and Financial Statements 

MD reported that the VC had allocated MSU some additional ring fenced funds to 
assist with the pension deficit and to provide free entertainment in the bar.  

 
 
 
3) President’s Report/Update     EM  

    
EM presented the President’s report (attached) 
 

 



4) Strategic Plan Sign Off     EM, SPC  
 

SPC delivered the Final Draft of the strategic plan and explained that the operational plan 
could be tweaked each year to address upcoming issues.  EM presented the visuals and 
explained that there was a student friendly version being prepared and that different visions 
may be produced dependant on emphasis and audience. 
 
SPC also stated that the operational plans were fluid to take in to account ongoing feedback 
and the turnaround of Sabbs. 
 A discussion then followed about how to do this, DT suggested ”question of the month” an 
engagement tool that allows student unions to directly ask a question each month. 
 
GB asked where did volunteering fit into the strategic plan, SPC explained that volunteering 
at Marjon was operated by the university. 
The members of TAB signed off the strategic plan and it was agreed that the Trustee Board 
would deliver this.  SPC asked EM to email the final document to TAB, Catherine Sullivan, 
Charlotte Hook, Daniel Whitby and Haden Tye. 
 
 
 
5) Review of HR Documents     EM, MD 
  
It was agreed that this would be a duty of the future HR subcommittee. 
GB asked if the union had a policy schedule, a list of policies it is responsible for,          
indication of the level of authorization needed, the last review date and the frequency of 
review.  
MD explained that this is not in existence at this point but certainly should be a priority for 
himself, and the new board over its tenure in the aim of achieving good governance.  GB 
indicated he would be happy to help with this.  

 
 

 

6) QSU     RL 
      
RL congratulated MSU on completing part 1 of the QSA.  He stated that they were now 
going into part 2.  He highlighted that this will concentrate on; governance, democracy, 
participation, representation, campaigning and impact. 
The end results are ranked as good, very good and excellent.  EM stated that the initial 
intention wasto go for good and then build on from there. 
 

 

7) NUS Diagnostics List     RL  
  
RL stated that MSU had fulfilled the 10 points of the diagnostic report.  SPC was keen to 
express that this was an ongoing process and that the development of MSU has only just 
started.  She emphasised that there had been very little development and training available 
for core staff.  She would like to see more involvement of staff in infrastructure and operation 
decisions.  RL suggested NUS services were available.   
GB asked regarding the availability of email addresses, MD explained that Marjon emails are 
almost impossible to get.  GB said that it was difficult to get NUS data without a university 
email.  RL to action with the head of quality at NUS. 
 
RL officially congratulated MSU on fulfilling the diagnostic report and confirmed MSU’s 
completion. 



 

 

 

 

8) TAB Sign off                        
 
SPC officially handed over the Chair of TAB to EM as Chair of Trustee Board.  However it 
was agreed that the TAB would not officially dissolve until the day of the first Trustee Board 
meeting. 
 
 

9) AOB                                                                                                                                               
 

MD expressed that a timetable of work should now be considered by the new board. 
SPC Suggested items for the next agenda and appointment   

      a) Training 
b) Appointment of sub committees  
c) Completion of SLA 
d) To agree the shape of the Trustee Board’s year 
MD daytime meetings acceptable, there were no problems articulated  
  
 
 
It was agreed that the next meeting would be in April.  EM to send out a doodle poll. 
GB reiterated that there were many services and information that were not available without 
a university email.  RL to action. 
 
Meeting closed at 3.55 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


